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ABSTRACT

In order to analyze lupernova spectropolarimetry a radiat!v~ transfer technique is required that

can treat polarization and introduces polarizing effects. To do this a modified S?~olev method,

here called the Sobolev-H method, was developed for axisymmetric atmospheres with large velocity
.,.. -.:.-.

gradients. The method UIe8 the Stokes parameters to treat the radiation field. It incorporates

Hamilton'. ph~matrix for resonance scattering by atomic transitions (Hl47), and thu8 allowafor

the polarizing effect of resonance scattering.

The interest in supernova apectropolarimetry is to determine whether supernovae are spherically

symmetric or noti tbe ~et radiation flux from a sphericallY symmetric supernovae would nol be

polarized. A computer program written using the Sobolev~H method c~culates tbe P-Cygni line

prontCl emerging from homologously expanding atmospheres. A parameter survey of axisymmetric '

prolate and oblate models has been performed using this program. The survey demonstrates that

there is considerable polarization structure &88Ociated with the P~Cygni lines. The emission and

...blOrption polarintion features have their position angle of polarization shined from ~~ other by

allD for both prolate and oblate models.

An analysis of the March 6-7 polarization data for Supernova 1987& has been performed. Pro

vided the polarization of 1987a's flux arises from oblate shape asymmetry, the analysis indicate:B a

60% asymmetry (~o.' == .5). A similar asymmetry would be required if 1987a were prolate. Since

the polarilation data indicates that an intrinsic continuum polarization exists, a method here called

the diacietiled continuous opacity or DCD method has been devised in order to calculate continuum

.' polariia~ion; Calculations with the DCO method show-that good qualitative agreement with the

obaerved continuum polarilation may be achievable.
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In the SkY We've SOught

New thougM inere_ thoulM,
On the lips requiring tUted head,
For in the uy' th~y're lOught. -

The SOdi th. 'ip wrougM, '
'. FOr the foretelling or eath man', thread,

Apportioning his lot.

Magi this lore taugM,
The Beaven is Uke a book where 'God is read"
New though't increuel thought. '

An orb on a circle aped,
Perpetual perfect dUllins dot,
Knowingly Plato said. --

Long dark agee fought,
While stare Ptolemaic dances lead,
Where in the sky they're lOught.

Copernicus was fraught
Of 8com until expiring, nearly dead,
Revealed his thought:

Th~ '-un moves not, "
The earth and planeta around it tread.
New thought increaaee.thought.

Since that said
Ever accumulating new thought,

- New fact and theory wed.

. Far vistas caught, - -
And th~ leJUI on'radiatioDl haa fed,
Where in the sky they're lOupt.

It's a long time to bed,
And all this labour this conclusion got:
The last word's not been re8d.

The reading, a refreshment brought,
The thinking delays the bed,
New thought inereaaes thought,
For in the .ky w~ve lOupt.

McMaster University
14 July 1987
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Introduction

. Supemovaexpl08ioDi are uaually considered u sphe·dcally Iymmetrlc eventl. They are .tron,ly

U8umed to ariee from stare, and stare arequit.e spherically itymme~ric. There is little oblClrvatloPl,1

data that ill inconsiStent with a spherically symmetric explOllion. ComputationaJly,lpherlcallym.

metry ill overwhelmingly the m~L~r_actable assumption, and eo nearly all theoretical luperno,""
. . .

calculations U8ume spherical Iymmet.ry. However, t.here are lOme reMOns to sUlIped that. thern

could be uymm~tricsupernovae. Supernova or core col1a~se computationll that include &lymml!~ric·

effects such u rotation (Muller and Hillebrandt 1981; Hillebrandt 1982; Bodenheimcr and WOOlley

1983), rotation and magnetic fielde (LeBlanc and Wilaon 1970j Symbalisty 1984; Symbaliity 1985),

and Rayleigh-Taylor instabiiit.ies (Chevalier and Klein 1978; Li;io et aI. 1980)do Ihow Ilgniflcant

uymmetry in the resulting structures. 'Some of the variability in the observationl of lOme c1auea of

supernova may owe to uymmetry.

Since the exploding supernova mat.ter cannot. be reaolved, a' direct. observat.ion of uymmet.ry

- -ill not p08llible. However, an uymmetry may manifest. iteelf in the polarization of the observed

supernova flux. Supernovae have scattering atmOllpheres. Scattering by either electrons or reaonanCI!

transitions is a polarizing proceaa; thua the Oux emitted by supernova should be polarized. Sin.ce only

nedlux can be meuured, only the ~et polarization can be meuured. A lOuree"that i. circularly

-Iymmetric about the line of sight 'muat by symmet.ry have zero net polarizat.ion no mat.ter how
. . "-

polarized its resolved surfau brightneu may beJ Thu8 polarized supernova radiat.ion would ahow

that lOme IOrt of asymmetry exists.

Unfortunately, the interstellar medium can a1IO polarize radiat.ion on ita p&aeage from aupernovli

. to Earth•. This interstellar polarization (ISP) muet be lubtracted from t.he ob.erved polarization

to obtain the! int.rinsic supernova polarization. The ISP value may not be e~y to determine. Tht!

ISP component from the Galaxy may be determined by oblervioC .t.are near to the li~ or .Ight

to the .upernova..' The. component.due to the parent. plaxy. of the .upernOva may be determiD'-d

. from obeUviog starlight from the region IUrrOundiog the .upernova; .uch • determination wcuM... ~ .
orten be very app~mate. TlJui the. ISP value to subtract will ot'teo Dot be a well known quantily.

"I
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Sinco the'lSP can be leVer" percont., it could be coDliderably larger than the intriuic polarization.
'-

ThUi a limple detection or polarilation in .upemova flux will not. by itlel( yield even qualitative

InCormation .bout the .upernova..Fortunately, the ISP it not -.trongly dependent on wavelength- . . .

(Serkow.ki et aJ. 1916), and .hould not vary on the time ac:aleS' of lupernova evolution. Thu••trong. . . .'

wavelillngth or time variation would be the marb or intrinsic polarization.

AfLer having a IManI ofdetecting intrin.ic lupernova polarization, the question of interpretation

II opened. The ine~itable procedure in Itudying utrophyaical Ipeetra il to CODltruCt a plauaible,

. "" . - -though perhapi highly .implified, m~del of an observed' object i~eludi~g phYlical eft'ecte that give
-rise to the f~aturet observed. From tbe model .ynthetic featuree are calculated. and then the model

plU'ameten are varied until a fit to the data it achieved. If the &l8umed physical model wu realistic,

then the fitted p~ameten provide information about the observed.object. For 8upernOva polarlz~

tlon the fint worb on interpretation by model. calculation are by~Shapiro and Sutherland (1982),

'and McCall (1984, 1985).

..

Shapiro and Sutherland coDlidered ellipsoidal atmospheres emitting radiation with a continuum

..polarilation. They calcu\a~ the intrinsic supernova polarization to be expected for a range of their
" ." ~- ., l.

model parameteri; They hoped that an accurate determination of the ISP, or that the wavelength
. '.

or time variation or continuum polarization would permit intrinsic supernova polarization to be
r

detected. Thit intrinaie polarisation could then be complU'ed to their calculated polarizatioDl' to
. fl·

determine tbe .upernova parameten.

McCall, to obviate to lOme degree the ISP difficulty, considered the polarisation features

that would be UIOciated with tbe P-Cygniline profiles. Theaeprofiles are prominent features

in the lupernova spectra. The)" extend over wavelength intervals over which the ISP' polarUation

variet slowly. Since the P-Cygni lins owe at leut in part to resoD"ance scattering, tbere .hould be
~ . ~ .

polarizaLion features correlated with ~e Oux features. McCall coDlidered a simple model conaiating

of an ellipeoidal scattering at010lphere lurroundi!1g an ellipsoidal continuum emitting core.-iJ.e.r..

obtained expreaiODl relatiJl3 polarisation values directly to an uymmetry parameter. McCall's
.

mod~" wu very limploj at most quali~ative information can be extracted from it even assuming the

ISP is accurately !mown.
-

Theee pioneerin& works on supernova polarisation inspired the ~evelopment of the line polar-
. "-

ilatioD calculat~ technique aDd ,line polarilation calculations presented in this thesis. The phy~
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ieal model ueed for the c:alculatioM wu largely derived from the work. of Branch (Brandl,lDaO;

Branch et aI. 1981, 1982, 1983, 1986). 1I0we,:cr, following Shapiro and Sutherland, and McCl\lI

cUipeaidal atm08pheree were c:onlidcred. Other' BOrtl of uymmetry could have been conaldered.

The radia~iv~traD8fertechnique, the Sobolev method, ueed by Branch had to be modlfted to treat

, ' polarised 'radiation and to introduce polariling effectl into the IcaUerinl procOM.--The modlflcatlon

,~ "' ',required the UIO ~f Hamilton'. phue-matrix for polarlling reaonance Icatterins (llamilton 104~. 'Ib '
. - .

" recognize the uee of this phase-matrix the modified Soholev method has been called the Sobolev-II .'

-

method.

The application of the analysie technique presente~ in this thClii requires .peetropolarimeLric

data.' Before 1987 only two reports oCeupernova speetropolarimetry exilted (McCall et aI. t984j Mr.

Call 1986). The diecovery on 1987 Feb. 24 of a aupernova (Supernov~ 1987aj henceforth SN 198h) ,- .
in the nearby galaxy the Larger Magellanic Cloud hal provided a remarkable opportunity for .p~c·

tropolarimetry; Early reportl'or analyaes of .Ipeetropolarimetry have been made by W.I.h et 1\1,

(1987), Magalhaes and VeU080 (1987), Schwarz and Mundt (1987), Jeffery (1987), Schwan (1987),

and Cropper et' aI. (1987). The spedropolarimetric obeervatiol1l are of~re!t potentlat value in

understanding SN"1987a and other lupernov&e as well. It il hoped th!t. in the fut.ure that Ipectrop().

larimetry will be performed on all well obeerved lupernovM.

The. outline of tbie theeia ie u followi. Chapter ,I provides an introduction to iupernovAe,

gives a bri~f review of Sri 1981a, and preeentl t'he cue for uymmetric lupernovae. 'Chapter 2

provides a'derivation of tbe Sobolev and Sobolev-H methode. A ditcUl8ion of phYlical validit.y, and
, '

application to-supemov&e of tbeee methode is given. Chapter 3 review. the Shapiro and Sutherland, •

and McCalllupernova polarizat.ion calculatioDJI. Chapter 4 preaen'" the polarization profile. and

their analyeis fOf"a parameter IUrvey model of atm08phere.. Chap~r 6 preeentl an analy.wo! early

,spectropolarimetry of SN 19S7a. The- Conclusion and four appeD~ic:el appear' at-the end or thr:

theall. , '

o

-
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Chapter 1
•

-'

" Supernovae, Supe~ov& 1987&, Uld Alymmetric Supernovae

.', ,

a) Supcmovae

Supernovae are the~eat..trophic ~pl~ionaor'it&r1l. Their lumiooeityat maximum is 'sreater
, ' " ' , ,', ,-,' \

than tho net lununolity or lOme galaxies. The kinetic energy of the exploding matter is of order

,1011 erg whic:b 11 rou,ghJy tbeenergy radiated by a Sun-type star in a 10 billion year lifetime. Gaining

an underet&nding of the physics of theee tremendous outbursts is a considerable challenge. In

addition ,to learning about the nature ~f the exploeion itself there are a host, of related interests. The

exp~d[ni, cooling supernova m~ter (a supe;nova r~ant or SNR) and·its interaction with the

interatcJl~matter (ISM) is a ionJ-lived obj'eet "for radio, X-ray, and optical astronomy. Sup~~ovae,.
, 'through their remnants, are thought to contribute 'strongly to the universal abundances of carbon

and all h'eavier elementsj thus they are very important to the chemical evolution of the galaxies,

~ot to mentjon of life. The en~rgy they release may determine the dyna~jcs and heating of the

interatellar medium. The remnants from one of the classes of supernova (type II) are predicted to

include the exotic compact objects neutron stars and pulsars.' The neutrino flux predicted (and

eon~rmed by observation of SN 1987a) for type II supernovae should provide insight not only into
, .

lupernovae, but into neutrino physics. The great optical luminosity of supernovae makes them

,useful aa distant indicatofSi they may eventually help to determine accurately Hubble's constant,

the distance Icale of the unive~.

The history oUhe Itudy of 8upernovae began in tbe 1920's and 1930'8 when it was recognized

that novae in spiral nebulae would bave to have been very brigbt if the spiral n.ebulae were extra

galactic star systems (for a historical review see Trimble 1982). Historically, a nova is a new and

temporary star; t.he name nova comes from latin for new. Novae bave been obaerved and reported

throughout astronomical history. Moet historical novae, now called classical noyae, are theoretically

understood to be the thermonuclear expl08ion of a surface layer of hydrogen !Ccreted onto a white

dwarf from a binary companion atar. These objects suddenly brighten in absolute B magnitude
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~m greater than 10 to leu th~..-7 and then fade away in a period of tent of dayl.l Supernovae
. ,... ~ .

, ,are DOW known to achieve ablOlute B magnitudel in the range from ~16 to :-20j they are thul at

, leut about 104 time. brighte~ than novae. Theoretically, lupernovae are entiiely lepara~ed from th~

. ,duaical novae events.

It wu early recogniled that there were two oblervatio~ally dietlnd c1auea oflupernovae: type I

and type D:Type I supernovae have no detectabl~ hydrogen. Type II lupernovae have prominent

hydrogen lines. At leut two lubcluaea have been diltingui.hed for both main c1.... Theoretical

- . ~ understanding of these two cl~ is quite differentj therefore discuaion of .upernovae mUlt lOon. "
become elua specifi!=. In section (b) of this chapter the obeervatlonal data and the theoreUcal model

of type I supernovae ",ill be discussed. Section (c) does the lame for type II supernovae.

Before going to the class specific discullion there are lOme general convention. and faetll that

should be introduced.

A supernova is named by the year in which it ill discovered with a letter appended that livel
, .

the order of discovery by alphabetical orderi!)g: e.g., the fourteenth supernova dilCovered'ln 1983

is named SN 1983n, or onen just 1983n. If only one supernova ill di.covered in a year, tben the

appende<tletLer may be omitted. If a supernova hu not yet received a formal designation it may be

identified only by nottng the supernova's parent galaxYi e.g., SN 19S1b wu called a 1981 lupernov"

in NGC 4536 by Branch et iI. (1982). Historic supernovae may have names given in honor of a. - ,

discoverer or famous observer: e.g., SN 1572 is sometimes called Tycho, and SN 1604 il IOmetimCll

calle~ Kepler.

The total electromagnetic lumin06ity ofa supernova is not an observed quantity, though it can be
. .

. inferred from extensive observations. Since the color temperature of the 8upernOVl\ during the period

for which observations are available implies that a Planck 8pectrum would be peaked in the Villihl~,

the B and V magnitudes are probably quite good indicators of the totallumin08ity. Since thelle color

Magnitudes are a logarithmic measure of radiation intenllity. A magnit.ude ill related to int.enllity
by

M = -2.5Iog(1) + K,

where K is a constant. A color magnitude meuurel tbe weighted average of intensity over a wave-
, length band. The B (blue) color measurel the intensity at A:l 4400 A, and the V (visual) color
measures the intensity at ~ 5500 A. Apparent magnitude is what is meuured for an object from
Earth. Absolute magnitude is what, would be meuured for an objed by an obeerver located at.
10 pc .from the object. Conventionally, the magnitude aealel on grapha run from high number. at
the bottom to low numbers at the top. Thu. a low magnitude conelponding to a high intelUlity "ill

.be plotted high OD a graph.

'.
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.; magnitude. are obeervable., they are the cu.tomary quantitie. to plot in lieu of the unobservable

tot,vtllmln~ity. Supernova magnitud~ plotted verau. time (the time evolution of luminosity) are

cafted-Ught curve.J4'he maxJmum o.r the light curve (the magnitude mininium) i. called maximum

light. Fig. 1.1 .how. ex.ample8 of mean .uperno\'a light curvell for type Ia .upernovae, and the two

common lubc!aaaea of type II lupernovae.

Since the discovery or lupemovae aadiatinct evenb, over 600 .upernovae have been diacovered.2

The rate of di.covery il roughly 10 per year. They are u8ually di.covered on photographic plates well
" .

after maximum light hu puaed. U.ually only very prom!nent supernovae that have been diacovered

near or e.peeialJy before maximum light have merited extenaive observatiol\~ Due ~ in8ufficient

obtervational data mOlt .upernovae are noteven a.igned a type c!&lllliftcation.

Recently there have been two promiiihg developments in lupernova diacovery procedure. Am

ateur utronomer Rev. Robert Evans hu demon.traled. that viaual discovery or lupemovae is a

feuible and rewarding procedure (Ev&DI 1986). Viau~ -discovery involv~ the examination of a..-
galaxy by tele8cope and eye, and compariaon to a photograph ~art of the galaxy in a catalogue.

Thl. procedure clearly requife8 a dedic.!Lted Jnstrument .and aatronomer. However, viaual diacovery

hM the important adv~tage that a discovered supernova can be reported without the delay involved

in photographic discovery.· The delay in photographic discovery usually means that a diacovery is

only reported aft.er the lupernova baa waned which decreues the supernova's observational-value.

An additional advantage is that amateurs can devote attention to nearer galaxies which produce

the brightest supernovae. Through 1985, 13 supernovae had been discovered visually by amateurs

of which 11 were by Evans. Of theI!C supernovae 5 were discovered before maximum light.

The second development is the use of automated systems for supernova search. In this procedure

a computer c~~rolJed telescope provides a galaxy image that is compared by computer to a reference

image; the .upernQvae are then picked out by an algorithm. Such a system promises to discover on

the order of 100 supernovae per year (Kare et al. 1982). The attempt to develop .ucb an automated

lIystem haa been going since at leut 1968 (Colgate 1982). In 1986. an automated search system

di8covered a 8upernova in M99 (Pennypacker et al. 1986; Piel et al. 1986). Unfortunately that

system haa not, apparently, become rully operationa1~ The high supernova discovery rate remains

. 'an expectation.

2 By 1980,474 supernovae had been diIcovered (Barbon 1980). The rate of discovery indicates
that more than 500 have been diac:overed by 1987.
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Fig, 1.1. Mean blue light curves for .upernovae taken from Doggett andlfranch (1986). The

_ . mean curves were drawn by eye through a compilation of supernova obeervatiou.. The vertical

ecale is arbitraryj the curves are all normalized to their maximum light valUel, The observatiorlH
, '

Ilhow some sca\ter about the mean curvesj the ecatter is partially observational, but. to an uncertain

degree owes ~o intrineic variation in supernovae. The type I curve is drawn throu&iJ a U?tlectlon of

data given by Barbon et aI. (1973); presumably all the.e events "ere clUlic type 1& .upernovae,

Mt.er 40 days the type 1 curve enters ~ .lowe~ phase of decline; alter'100 day. DoaeU ~d Branch

find that the decline becomes O.017magday-1. On the buis or light curves Barbon et aI. (1979)

divided type II supernovae in two subclaaeea: plateau (type I1-P) and linear (type ,II-L). Dogett

and Branch find that the late time decline rate Cor type n-p is O.0075magday--l, and Cor type II·L

is O.012magday-l. The similarity)n the light curves ofSNe type I and SNe type'lI-L lead Doggett

and Branch to suggest. that these two claseea may be related events.
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. b) Ty~ I Supernovae

The type I c1U!1 of lupe~ova hu in the 1980's become divided into. two subcl&8llel. Both
. . '"

lubellUllel, of couree, have the obeervational type I distinction: an absence of detectable ttydrogen.

The c1U1lcal type I supernovae Cor which mQllt observation and theory exists are now called typeJa .

or IOmethnee jUit type I. The new subclau is called type lb. There are also a Cew peculiar supernovae

not confidently auigned. to either subclue. _

A general observational Cact about type 1& supernovae i. that they are a remarkably homoge-.
neou. dUi oC events. Authors Kowal (1968) Tammann (1978) and Elias et al. (1981) have noted

that well obeerved type I light curves are very similar. Recently Cadonau et al. (1985) have claimed

that there it "no'phot~metricevidence for light curve variations ofSNe I", and therefore the type la

dUi are excellent Itandard candles. Br~ch (1982) repo~ts that type I opticallpedra are also very

uniform at all phuea. Thue it may be that all type Ia data can be averaged together to obtain the

intrin'llic type Ia properties. However, intrinsic type Ia variatioDs may just be small or compara

tively rare. Branch (1987a) reports that the ph~toepheric "e1o~ity (see Chapter 2 section (c» near

maximum light of type I lupernova SN 1984a was 35 % higher than that of the well-observed and

. typical type I SN 1981b. This evidence indicates that there may be some intrinsic variation in the

type la c1au.
-

The evolution of a type Ia supernova light curve can be seen in Fig. 1.1 taken from Doggett and

Branch (1985). This mean curve was just drawn by eye through a set of old data points (Barbon ct

al. 1973). This particular curve is presented as representative, not as the best ob~ainable. From

Fig. 1.1 the rapid evolution toward maximum light can be seen. It is strongly assumed that there

is a sharp supernova ignition time which oC course bas never been observed. Psttevskii (1977), from

a survey of data. determined the time from ignition to maximum light to be 15.5 ± 1.5 days. More

recently Cadonau et al. (1985) report the rise time to be greater than 20 days. It should be noted

that there are few observations for supernovae before maximum light, and so there is statistically

low accuracy for the rise phase.

The average absolute D magnitude at maximum light has been determined to be

(MiJU') = -19.69± .13+ 510g(Ho/50} (1.1)

(Cadonau et aJ. 1985). The Ho is Hubble's constant which sets the Bcale size of the universe. At

preeent Ho is not well determined; values between.40kms- 1 Mpc 1 and 120kms-1Mpl;-1 have






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































